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Stipend
Goals
Upgrading space (orig. “loaned”
furniture)
Stipend for a Living Lab
“coordinator” to serve as
facilitator between museum staff
and researchers
Materials such as professionally
printed signage, brochures,
poster holders, etc.
Mutual Professional
Development between
museum staff and researchers
(see below)

Living Laboratory
Delaware Children’s Museum and
Penn State Brandywine
WHO WE ARE The Delaware Children’s Museum is located
in Wilmington, DE (DCM;
www.delawarechildrensmuseum.org) and serves approximate
80,000 visitors a year from across SES and state lines. The
DCM’s mission is to inspire children to explore, discover, and
celebrate the power of their potential through interactive
experiences in an environment that integrates and stimulates
science, technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics
(STEM).
The Brandywine Child Development Lab at Penn State
Brandywine (bcdl.bw.psu.edu) is led by Dr. Jennifer Zosh and
investigates how young children (ages 10 months-5 years)
learn about the world around them using fun, behavioral
studies. The Living Lab Partnership started with discussions
over the last 3 years, but began to fully form after connecting
with the National Living Laboratory group. Our Living Lab
embodies the STEM mission of the museum by embedding
scientists into the museum experience and allowing families
to directly participate in the process of scientific discovery on
the museum floor.
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ENHANCING THE VISITOR EXPERIENCE Over the last
10 months, we have begun to engage the museum visitors in
both research studies and educational opportunities. One
major goal of our Living Lab partnership was to engage in
scientific outreach with
“The Living Lab has helped
underserved populations. We
my staff feel more confident
operated during multiple openwhen speaking to visitors
access nights and helped
about science and the study of
child development.”
expose low-SES families to the
Jen Bush
scientific study of children. We
plan to concentrate our efforts
in Summer 2015.
Mutual Professional Development We have been lucky to
have continuity over the past year. We conducted an
orientation in Fall 2014 with museum staff and researchers.
The researchers are on the museum floor not only in the lab
but also visiting exhibits to discuss research and relevant
findings. The professional development is ongoing. One
thing the grant money provided for was transportation costs
for us to visit more frequently.
We are now beginning to develop research toys and are using
the experiences we have on the museum floor to inform our
study ideas.
Semester

Educational Opps (#)

Participants Run (#)

Summer 2014
Fall 2014
Spring 2015

Not collected
Not collected
51

26
17
8 (3 visits, lots of snow)

RESEARCH HAPPENINGS The research happening at our
Living Lab site investigates early cognitive development
using short, behavior studies.
Investigation of Working Memory Abilities in Infancy

Question: Do infants show privileged memory for human vs. nonhuman stimuli
Method: Manual Search paradigm with ages 10-24 months
Preliminary findings: Infants appear to be better able to
remember 4 “humans” than 4 cats – suggesting that humans may
be privileged in working memory.
Investigation of Traditional and Electronic Toys
Question: Does toy type impact how parents and children interact
and/or children’s ability to wait for increased reward?
Method: 5 min. play session followed by waiting game w/ ages 2–5 years
Preliminary findings: Parents seem to be more directive with
electronic toys. Jury is still out on self-regulation.

Our Teams
Penn State
Brandywine
Jennifer Zosh
Asst. Prof of
HDFS, Director of
Brandywine Child
Development Lab
6 undergraduate students
Delaware Children’s Museum
Jennifer Bush
Sr. Director of Education and Guest
Experience
3 education staff

Notable Quotes
“Being able to run participants in
my study at the living lab allowed
me to see the practical side of doing
research, and it helped me learn to
problem solve. Many of the visitors
were very excited to learn more
about our studies that we ran at
the living lab. Parents were
interested in the research, asked
many questions, and the children
who participated in our studies
were very engaged. “
PSU undergraduate
“Living Lab is the perfect example
of the power of marrying scientific
inquiry with public outreach. It
has been transformational to my
career and research program.”
Jenn Zosh

Next Steps
Increase participation of museum
visitors – especially those who might
not otherwise be exposed to scientists.
Create research toys for increased
educational opportunities on the
floor.
Develop studies that align with
museum exhibits.
Engage additional
academic partners.
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